
OUR BUMBLE
EXPLORING EUROPE IN 
OUR MOTORHOME.



This week we travelled from Los Narejos to 
Villafames covering 438 kilometers. The weather 
is lovely and every day you wake up to beautiful 
sunshine. The coolest day 32 degrees and the 
warmest 40+ (our thermostat switches off at 40). 
We don’t mind the sunshine, it is the high 
humidity that cripples you and this weeks, its 
been high. The sun rises is around 7am and 
sunset around 10pm, so plenty light, bright days.

SPAIN



SATURDAY 20 JUNE 

After yesterdays planning we were up, up and away before you 
could say Norway! Well I said Norway and Craig said Greece. 
Then we burst in to laughter. Ahh well, lets decide when we get 
to the Pyrenees. 

Just outside Los Narejos, a circus. A circus with animals, 
elephants and rhino’s, now that I haven't seen for a long time. 
Marg our TomTom needs a serious Spanish lesson. In fact, thats 
what they need to do, install an accent option on the TomTom, so 
their voices sound more authentic. Either that or select a lisp 
button for Spain. We hit the motorway section first to avoid the 
poly tunnels and then ventured off near an Aldi. We were now 
hitting massive developments and really built up areas. Gone 
were the back street cafes and in with the warehouse 
restaurants. Every shop or retail outlet you could desire and all 

LOS NAREJOS TO 
ELCHE

Above: A giant lettered ball 
outside the Basilica in Elche.
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dosed in steroids. It was no different to home but 
it felt strange after living a quiet, non commercial 
life for several months. 

We weren’t long in Aldi cause they didn’t have 
what we wanted - Chinese crackers and pickles. 
After Aldi, the China bazaar where Craig spend 
several hours cruising the store in search of a 
bargain. The majority of his time spent at the 
bucket isle where he deliberated another bucket. 
I really don't understand how someone can take 
over an hour to pick s bucket. A bloody bucket, I 
ask. A good job it was a whopper of a store 
otherwise I'd have finished walking down all the 
Isles ages ago. He finally settled on a 12L only to 
then change his mind half way round the store to 
an 8L. I told him to buy all 3 sizes and be done 
but no he only wanted another one. He then had 
the cheek to ask me what size bucket do I want, 
oh no don't push your bucket obsession on to 
me. Finally he bought one and within seconds of 
getting back in Vin he was offer making a new 
handle for it. 

That reminds me, a few of you asked how we 
were doing on finances and how we were 
managing to spend so little yet do so much. We 
think the main contributing factor is cash. This 
may sound silly but we only ever use cash and 
not card and when you physically pay in cash it 
makes you more aware of what you are 
spending. Using cash also means that we are 
less exposed to credit card fraud, which could 
be a nightmare when traveling. We draw out 
cash, we always use the same value then we 
have a better chance of spotting fraud, if it did 
happen.

Well, spend to date for a total of 197 days?

On top of this we have annual road tax, 
insurance and servicing costs.
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Type Total €
Average Daily 

Spend

Camping 102.50 0,52

Diesel 1,277.09 6.48

GPL 180.64 0.92

Entrance Fees 160.75 0.82

Tolls & Tunnels 41.30 0.21

Shopping 1,877.42 9.53

Cigarettes 285.41 1.45

Eating Out 343.85 1.75

Other 415.21 2.11

Total Euro 4684.17 23.27

Total No Days 197

In GBP £3,470 £17.24



We set off down the coast and pulled in at Santa Pola. No chance 
of stopping here, it is littered with no Motorhome signs, so with 
that we set off straight to Elche. The drive to Elche was lovely 
passing salt plains and wet lands with lots of flamingos. Once in 
Elche we parked on a dusty car park at the side of the hospital. It 
seemed a quiet and safe spot. We got the bikes out and off we 
went for a cycle around the town. Elche is famous for its palm 
trees and everywhere you went there where palm parks or Horts. 
Thousands of Palm trees and all in 
good shape. The female trees 
produce dates and the males 
produce fronds that are used on all 
over Spain on Palm Sunday or as 
charms against lightening. The 
Moors first introduced palms to this 
region and they installed a complex 
and effective water irrigation system 
that is still used today. As well as the 
Palm trees the town has a nice 
Basil ica which was host to a 
wedding, so closed to visitors. A 
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Previous page: Elche’s 
giant shoes and the 
Basilica

Below: water feature in 
front of some palms in 
one of the towns many 
parks.

nice museum and plenty odd giant ladies shoes dotted around. It had 
quite a nice feel to the place although it was extremely quiet. 

Back in Vin and next minute a young girl at the door begging for 
money. Hate to see people like this but you have to say no otherwise 
they all come around. Later that evening we saw the same girl and an 
older lady were offering their services. They strutted up and down the 
high street, whilst being watched by El pimp. 

I am not sure of the time but it must have been around 4am when I 
heard someone crying Aqua, Aqua, Agua. I looked out and the young 
girl was sitting on our step crying for a drink. I felt so sorry for her and 
just as I was about to open the door, I saw the pimp near the tree. I 
decided to keep the door closed...I think I smell a rat. Needless to say, 
a restless nights sleep.
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SUNDAY 21 JUNE 

Up and off! The drive to Alicante was good. Nothing too exciting 
just commercial units and built up areas. We drove in to Alicante 
from the south and we drove the full length of promenade and 
first impressions were good. Yes, a little built up but in a nice 
way. In the middle, the castle and then at the marina some nice 
sizable yachts. Then we hit the beach and wow, it's busy. Look at 
all the people. We spotted a potential nice wild camping spot, so 
we quickly turned round and headed back. Just after the flyover 
and right on the beach next to the Real Sailing Club. We couldn't 
have picked a better spot. As we stepped out the van, a cockney 
voice said "how ya doin". To our surprise they turned our to be 2 
polish lads who worked in south end for several years. They were 
working for a polish company who were messing them about, so 
they decided to go to the beach for a week at the company's 
expense. They were sleeping in the company van and showering 
on the beach, that of course if they didn't 'pull' first.

It's La Hoguras or the summer festival in Alicante and the streets 
are alive with parties and celebrations. Every two minutes fire 
crackers are going off and fireworks are lighting the skies. The 

ELCHE TO PENYA 
REDONA VIA 
ALICANTE

Above: Alicante's Marina,

Next page: An old moored up 
ship, A party street scene and 
Alicante's beach.
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bang doesn't half echo around the narrow 
streets. We cycled around and around and 
soaked up the Spanish fiesta atmosphere, it was 
party time.

On the way back to Vin, we spotted a nightclub 
just around the corner from us. The crowds were 
starting to arrive for the sunset cocktails. Oh 
dear, not too sure our spot will be a good one for 
the night. It was stifling hot inside Vin, in fact it 
was so hot the temperature gauge switched off, 
so it was at least 40 and no sea breeze. After a 

debate we opted to move out of town in to the 
hills. We both know that sleeping next to a 
nightclub is going cause a sleepless night.

We set off driving right in to the hills until see 
were 900m above sea level with the most 
awesome view over Benidorm. What a vista to 
end the day, watching fireworks from afar and 
the twinkling lights of the bustle on the strip 
below. Now it feels like we getting back on 
track...that is off the beaten track and finding 
places that you don't find in the tour guides. 
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I love Benidorm, it is where I spent most of my childhood 
holidays. My dad has been coming here for nearly 50 years and 
remembers Benidorm before the boom. He still visits here at 85 
years young to catch up 
with his Spanish friends 
and of course, a vino or 
two in the tavernas. We 
skipped Benidorm and 
its surrounding resorts, 
it's glorious beaches 
and throbbing nightlife 
w i l l k e e p s a f e f o r 
another day.

Giant party display, 
Typical street scenes, 
Beauty pageant 
contestant and a street 
vendor selling 
sausages.
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MONDAY 22 JUNE

Last night we thought we spotted the rare Lynx but sadly 
mistaken just a beautiful brindle coloured fox. It sniffled around 
the Vin, no doubt it could smell a traces of our little Peanut. 

It was a little overcast and a lot cooler in the mountains, so we 
took the opportunity to do the weekly scrub & cleaning, where I 
do inside and Craig does the out. For a treat we cleaned the 
shower, sinks and toilet with limescale remover. The Spanish 
waters leave everything caked in the limescale and its damn 
hard to get off. Lidl sell a remover and its €0.99 and very 
effective. The amount of fly caucuses was unreal, I knew we'd 
swatted and splatter a few but by Christ we could open up a fly 
cemetery at this rate.

Mid morning we set off and stopped at Alcoy for a few grocers 
then after sort out a fresh water tap at a children's park. We need 
water for washing the bedding and towels. Tip for you 
ladies...filling water containers from a park tap can be boring, so 
why not do a few leg and arm exercises to tone up. I could 
certainly do with getting rid of these chippy arms. With no one 

PENYA REDONA 
TO SIMAT DE LA 
VILLDIGN

Last nights view from Penya 
Redona looking back towards 
Alicante on the right and 
Benidorm on the left.
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around, I had a go. Not bad, think next time I will 
bring my iPod and few tunes then i can do a few 
body beats. Before we set off, I put two washes 
on..the bedding in one and the towels in another. 
Not sure if we've shown you our washing 
technique and spinner? Will take a few pictures 
next time for you.

Today, it's all about the drive over the sierras to 
Valencia. What a scenic drive! Ignore the 
motorway and head down the 
old N340 it is wonderful. The 
landscape changed from 
dusty desert to lush green 
plains with valleys and peaks 
ga lore . I t made such a 
re f resh ing change a f te r 
spending so long on the 
coast. We did hope to pull 
over but no where to stop. This 
land is just farm land, so no 
pavements or lay-bys just 
stone walls and water troughs. 
The property and architect 
styles seemed to change to. 
More Mediterranean and less 
moorish. About half way we 
spotted a nice church, so we 
turned off to the village of 
Montoverner. The church was 
closed and the village was asleep. We didn't see 
a soul but it was very hot and humid at 400c 
plus. In fact, I have never been so pleased to 
cool down inside Vin even though he was 370c. 
Sweat was pumping out both of us.

We crossed over the Rio Albaida, all dried up 
and cracked with not a drop of water in sight but 
on the plus side, it made for a beautiful wild 
flower bed. We bumbled along and hoped 

something would turn up. Not a sausage until all 
of a sudden we went around a corner and 
whoosh what a beautiful view. We were driving in 
to a lush, green valley with terraced orange 
groves all around. It was stunning. In the 
distance a small village, so we headed over. In 
the centre, a small car park surrounded in rose 
bushes. Wow, we will stop here tonight. We 
pulled in, cracked open all the windows to let in 
some air and admired our own little rose garden. 

Jeez it was hot, hot, hot. 

Evening meal was just yummy 
with a mixture of hams, 
breads, home made humus, 
sweet pepper and cheese and 
all swilled down with an ice 
cold shandy. This is the life!

By 10pm it was still 35 degree 
and no breeze, we were like 
wilting flowers. Well Craig was, 
I'd wilted and died. I was like a 
walking prit-stick, sticky and 
tacky. Everything I touched 
just stuck to me, it drove me 
mad. Nothing for it, cold 
shower before bed.

We left open as many windows 
as possible and turned on the 

fan. Ahhh that will do nicely. Craig, what is that 
noise I can hear? Not sure but I think it might be 
frogs. Frogs! Well they are very loud and sound 
more like a bird with a very deep singing voice. 
There were a mixture of tunes going on including 
one frog that sounded like two snooker balls 
colliding. Well our little frog and toad choir 
croaked and ribbited a fantastic lullaby. 
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TUESDAY 23 JUNE

We'd left the bedding to soak overnight, so Craig went and 
rinsed them before giving them a final spin. We hung the 
washing inside our hidden clothes line and let the sunshine on 
the screen do the rest. Not long though and it was like a blinking 
sauna with all that extra moisture. Quick shower and off to toot at 
Simat. 

The village is surrounded by lush orange grove hills, so it sort of 
sits lost in the middle of a basin. We walked up the street passed 
a children's play area and then swung a right. Wow, wow wow. 
What is this? On closer inspection it was Real Monasterio de 
Santa Maria De la Villdigna. We walked inside and a guard made 
a gruff noise and pointed us to the reception. The reception lady 
treated us with a warm smile and kindly gave us a leaflet of the 
monastery informing us to follow the map on the back. We were 
stunned, no entrance fee. We followed the map and discovered 
the monetary started life in 14th century. A the main entrance to 
the walled enclosure is the reception and the original chapel. 
Inside the grounds and oil press and granary where they now 
exhibit the stone work and finds from archaeological dig (which 

SIMAT DE LA 
VILLDIGNA 

Above: Real Monasterio de 
Santa Maria De la Villdigna.

Next page: Museum and 
exhibits.
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is still going on). As you walk in to the centre, a 
fountain surrounded in roses bushes and heavy 
scented lavender. Then the main church which is 
just gob smackingly beautiful, with the most 
ornate and unusual detail. I stood in the doorway 
for ages just looking up, it was captivating. There 
was no one around but in the distance, I could 
hear ladies singing hymns. It sent shivers down 
my spine along with the odd little tear. Craig on 
the other hand was seeking out the best photo 
opportunity and decide planking was the best 
option. We walked around the back of the church 

to discover ruins of what once were the 
dormitories, the wine cellar, the kitchens, a 
temple and gardens. It was huge. Walking 
around you spotted the odd original colourful 
floor tile and baked clay floor. As we turned to 
the west side a couple more buildings. In the 
first, the refectory were the young at heart ladies 
were sat in a circle and signing hymns. Not sure 
if they were ladies from the village of a group of 
retired ladies on a day out but they sounded 
lovely. Then finally the abbots palace and 
chapter house. 
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The monastery isn't in any guild book but believe 
me folks, it is well worth a visit. The benefit of no 
guide book is the fact it is quiet and off the radar. 
Not only is it wonderful but it is truly beautiful, so 
if you are passing well worth a visit and it only 
gets better...outside just a couple of street down 
is a free aire de service. Basic with fresh water, a 
grid and place to empty your loo but what more 
do you need!

Just after lunch, Craig realised we had free wifi 
with a reasonable connection, so he took 

advantage. Download, upload and any other 
type of load, he did it. I sent out a few emails and 
started updating Our Bumble Facebook page. 
Something we only did a few days ago. Now we 
have access to the Internet daily, we might as 
well do a quick one line update. However, I am 
thinking more and more of doing a blog but 
Craig's nots convinced. He feels it could be a 
big hassle when things go wrong, he is the 
technical guru but with little(or should I say, no) 
patience.
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I sent out a few old bumbles to new followers 
and the damn connection disappeared. It seems 
to happen quite a lot but the frustration is it starts 
all over again. So some of you may get two 
emails...sorry guys, it's not us, promise, it's when 
we lose connection. With this Craig started 
looking at options and he had another look at 
Google folders. Several hours later and we were 
all set up, so we have all our old bumbles saved 
on line for you guys to view, if you wish.

Previous page: Monastery exterior, Above is 
the Monastery interior and domes.

Next page: more images of the site.
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WEDNESDAY 24 JUNE

This time 27 years ago we got encaged, sorry engaged! How 
time flies! 

We utilised the free aire to empty our black and grey waste and 
top up with fresh water. Craig also took the opportunity to climb 
on to the roof and clean the solar panels. It's been a while since 
he did them and as it's nice and quiet here, it's a good spot.

We secured Vin and set off waving ter-ra to the village. As we 
wound our way through the hills and towards the coast the fields 
changes from rows upon rows of orange groves to rice fields. 
Fields upon fields of rice. Valencia's paddy fields are the biggest 
outside of Asia, so it should be no surprise to find Valencia is 
home to paella.

We pulled in to a lidl for a quick shop and noticed an Eroski fuel 
station. Yo, look at the price €1.07 for diesel, we will fill Vin up to 
the tash before we leave, that the cheapest price in a long while. 
We got our bits and just as we were leaving a Welsh couple 
pulled in and said hello. Would you believe if, they had a 

SIMAT DE LA 
VILLDIGNA TO 
LES GAVINES

Above: one of Spain's largest 
fresh water lakes at 
L'Alberfura.

Next page: Beach front at 
L'Alberfura.
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miniature dachshund called Jess. She was 
adorable and reminded me so much of peanut. 
Needless to say, I shed a few tears. 

We continued to the coast and turned left at 
L'Alberfura, a natural park. Basically, you drive 
through the park and the road is positioned, so 
the sea is one one side and the lake is on the 
other. Lots of trees and bushes but unfortunately 
not so much wildlife. Not sure if the birds have 
migrated but there are no feathered friends to be 
seen around here. No ducks, nada! Oh we tell a 
lie, flies. Half a dozen of the annoying buggers, 
who had the cheek to try and hitch a ride. 

Once out the park the road just continued along 
the coast with the odd apartment block every so 
often. There was loads of parking on Tarmac car 
parks and/or loose gravel beach parking. We 
pulled in to a nice flat beach car park. Clicked off 
out shoes and went for a nice walk along the 
beach to the pungent aroma of curry. The whole 
stretch of coastline stunk of Chinese curry 

wafting out from dune bushes. Shame we are not 
next to a paddy field we could have rustled up 
curry and rice!

So why here?

It's quiet and a good stop before exploring 
Valencia tomorrow. We want to head in to the city 
early, so parking means we can be up and in 
within 10 minutes.

What's it like? 

Imagine 5 strips - the sea, the sand, sand dunes, 
gravel car park, grass land with the odd 
apartment. That's it. The sea is quite choppy, so 
good if you like playing in the waves. Not so 
good if you still need the arm bands. The sand is 
actually very nice, fine and white. There are 
sections of the beach where bare all is the in 
thing. Overall the beach is relatively quiet and 
whilst it is nice, I wouldn't break a leg to get here 
but equally it's a damn sight nicer than 
Manchester quays.
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THURSDAY 25 JUNE

I forgot to mention, I sent an email to our insurance company just 
to check out our cover for a given country. You know, they replied 
within 10 minutes. I must admit Comfort Insurance gave us a 
great price for full time cover and are very easy to deal with. I'd 
certainly recommend them.

We set off and hugged the coast all the way in to Valencia 
despite what Marg the Tom Tom said. It was nice morning drive 
with nothing but sand dunes and lots of wild camping options. 
Craig had noted a few parking spots within Valencia, so we did a 
recon. The first near the conference centre was good but it was 
on street parking manned by 'lift my shirt up and scratch my 
belly' men just seeking out a quick buck. We then headed across 
to Mercadona parking but it was underground with height 
restrictions. Our final stop was near the train station and only 2km 
from the centre. The original coordinates took us to a lock up 
parking lot asking €25 for the day. Instead, we drove across the 
road and parked on a stretch of land along side a few cafes in a 
residential area. It was a reasonable area with a posh car shop 
(an old corvette in the window, which Craig dribbled over) and 
nice people. 

LES GAVINES TO 
PLAYA PUIG VIA 
VALENCIA

Above: Wall poster showing a 
great pair.............................. 
off pan fried breasts.

Below: A typical street scene.
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Above and below: 
Valencia’s north train 
station.

Details showing 
oranges that the 
region is famous for.

We cycled in to the city following the train tracks and we were there 
within 10 minutes. The train station was the first building and how 
fabulously ornate it looked. We continued to cycle around the ring road 
and then wound in like a coil, stopping at each place of interest. The 
old part of Valencia is almost encased in a garden, as the dried up 
riverbed of Rio Turio is now filled with flowers. Lots of small plazas all 
with a building or monument of interest but at times we weren't quite 
sure what we were looking at. A lot of the signs were faded or missing, 
so we constantly referred back to our map but some of the places were 
list and some weren't. In the end we just cycled around the streets and 
if we spotted something we stopped. 

Valencia is Spain's 3rd largest city and was founded by the Romans in 
138bc. The Moors conquered for a while and El Cid had a go before 
being kicked back out by the Moors. So Valencia is steeped in history 
but unfortunately fire and floods have destroyed most of the historic 
sights. Despite some old ruins and beautiful buildings the most 
impressive building (for us) was the market. Yip, a bloody market but it 
was lovely both inside and out. Over 350 stalls selling all sorts of food 
produce and catering to locals and tourists alike. In and around the 
Cathedral and the Basilica were interesting too with plenty to see. 
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Above and sides: Valencia 
Cathedral showing it’s exterior 
detailing and interior archways.

Below: The Plaza de la Virgin 
with its water feature and ornate 

street lighting.

Next page: Images of the 
Basilica’s exterior and its interior 

detailing.



Unfortunately, most of Valencia's monuments got 
wiped out by fire or flood, so not loads to explore 
but some nice places all the same like the 
gateway, the cathedral and the basilica. For us, 
Valencia didn't have the charm and appeal of 
Seville, it just felt like a big European city, high 
rises and ring roads.

First think I did when we got back was shower. 
God it was so nice to de-stick. Craig on the other 
hand made his eyes water when he plucked a 
nasal hair that turned out to be e size of a rope. 
After a bite to eat we decided to move out of 
Valencia and back to the coast. It was way too 
hot and sticky in the city with no breeze and I 
was starting to wilt. Craig does fine in the heat 
but I just turn to a flump. Thankfully, not far to the 
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coast and we found a great spot. Right on the 
beach. After an hour or so watching some young 
kids windsurfing we headed back in to Vin 
before the Mosquitos bite us.

For anyone traveling, you can sign up for UK 
government announcements on different 
countries. If the terrorist alert changes or an 
important event takes place then you receive an 
email. Here is the link, if you are interested 
https://www.gov.uk/government

Photos showing Valencia’s famous market with 
its ornate roof and range of produce.
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FRIDAY 26 JUNE 

Up bright and early, so we could be a Monasterio Santa Maria, 
which is just 5 minutes away in the town of Puig. Plenty parking 
space on car park, so no hassle getting in and out of the town, 
which makes a change. The impressive monastery stood 
overlooking the car park just waiting for us to enter. As we always 
do, we walked around the outside looking at all the detail before 
we made a move to the entrance. The fort like building was 
founded in 1237 by Pedron Nalaso after he saw a vision of the 
Virgin Mary. Unfortunately we couldn't see the whole monastery 
as they were preparing for a special occasion. However, the 
guard was most helpful and showed us around the front section 
and the print and graphics museum, one of the most important in 
Europe. A huge selection of printing presses, which pleased 
Craig no end...being a graphic designer. The history was 
fascinating and we didn't realise that the majority of font and type 
styles are named after famous printers. In the lower cloisters the 
smallest book in the world, so small you have to use a 
magnifying glass to see it. Padre Nuestro, the Lord's Prayer in 6 
languages how brilliant. They had hundreds of old books on 

PLAYA PUIG TO 
VILLAFAMES

Above: The Monasterio Santa 
Maria in Puig.

Next page: Printing museum 
exhibits inside the Monastery.
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display including the Gutenberg bible. A truly wonderful 
monastery and worth a visit even if we didn't get to see all.

Up so early and only seeing part of the monastery, we decided to 
head to Sagunto. This town has some real dark history. In 219 BC 
it was attacked by Hannibal and after a 9 month siege the 
inhabitants set fire to the town and themselves. Surrender wasn't 
an option. Eventually, the Romans recaptured and rebuilt the 
town in the 2nd century and what a rebuild! As we appraised the 
town you could see the massive castle and fort perched right on 
top of the hill. Talk about big, I think the Romans were on steroids 
at the time! 

We parked up just outside the Main Street on some spare ground 
and walked in to town. Not a pretty town but as you entered the 
old quarters it did get a little better. We passed the church and 
began the hike up the hill to the top. Why on earth did we decide 
to walk to the top of a hill in the mid day sun without any water? 
What were we think? By the time we got to the top we were wet 
through. Hot and sticky, yuk. Before we walked anywhere we 
went to the edge and cooled down in the hilltop breeze. The 
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views from the top were stunning, looking out 
across the Valencian farmlands until of course 
you looked towards the coast.. the industrial 
smog of Sagunto Port. The castle stretches over 
1km across the top of the rugged hill. Much of 
the castle is in ruins and at some point they tried 
to restore sections (badly). However, there are 
loads of pieces of pillars, stones etc just placed 
at the side of the castle wall for you to look at. 
Mid way along the wall a small exhibition room 
showing off the best of their finds. 

On the way down we passed the Roman theatre, 
which after many years of renovation it is now 
used as a theatre. The renovation is rather naff in 
yellow brick and totally spoils the ruins but at 
least it is functional. Inside half a dozen young 
students acting out Hamlet and the sound from 
the natural acoustics were fab.

After a drink at the local watering hole we went 
inside the museum to look at the key finds from 
coins and pottery to statues and the body of a 
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young child. Oh by the way, the castle, museum and theatre 
were all free to visit. 

For lunch, we had a special treat. Craig cooked a joint of pork 
yesterday, so with a bit left over we made pork and stuffing 
butties, Blinkinek, i haven't had stuffing in ages and it tasted 
yummy.

The town of Sagunto is not pretty and the views out of Vin weren't 
brilliant, so we headed off. We drove through the rest of 
Valencia's country garden, passing orange groves, olive trees 
and endless farmland. Then we hit an industrial section and 
before long we were at our final destination Villafames, which we 
will explore tomorrow. 

We parked on a gravel patch surrounded by trees and bushes. 
Craig kindly got the chairs out, so we could sit down for half an 
hour. We noticed a couple of Mosquitos, so we sprayed 
ourselves with repellant and chilled. But the chill didn't last long, 
within minutes we were chewed to death by horrid Mosquitos. 
Stubborn little black ones with a very long spiky nose. I bet I 
have over twenty bites and Craig got three.
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Olah!
and a bit more!

HELLO EVERYONE AGAIN.
Couple off quickies this week.

Operating a tap with no hands, I got sick of pressing 
the tap to fill the water containers, solution was around 
my waist, Just use your belt, you can also use cable 
ties but they are fiddly and slip off. A leather belt grips 
just fine and no need to add any extra holes.

Also this week I repaired the sink cover/chopping 
board again, When it gets hot the cover and chopping board expand at different rates causing the 
top to bow and then de-stick itself from the board. I’ve 
tried double sided sticky foam but the water 
condenses on the surfaces and breaks the glue after 
a few days, I have thought of just using some Sikaflex 
(incredibly strong mastic) but I’m saving it for a rainy 
day. 

Last option is to use silicone sealant, I’ve tried it once 
before but it only lasted about two months, I’ve done it 
again but this time a made it a little thicker to allow 
more flex in the boards.

Tools required = 1 Bucket full of pebbles to flatten 
everything, 1 mastic gun and tube of silicone, 6 BBQ 
sticks as spacers and 24 hours to let it set. Trim of 
surplus mastic with a Stanley knife after set and 
remove the sticks.

Fingers crossed it works for longer this time.



Lounge / Dining area

L shaped seating area plus 2 cab seats that turn round. Large 
dining table that moves in any direction.

Floors - wooden double floor with a linoleum wood finish which is 
quiet warm so no need for carpet. We did have carpets made for 

OUR HOME

It only dawned on us a few 
weeks ago, we’ve never 
shown any photo’s of inside 
vin, our motorhome. Here are a 
selection of images with a few 
comments.
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the foot wells and an entrance mat to wipe you 
feet on though.

Lights - we switched most of our bulbs for LED's 
to save on energy.

TV - Avtex 18.5 LED mounted on extending pivot 
mount so we can watch tv in main seating area 
or in bed.

Satellite TV system - Oyster digital. 

Evening meals are important to us, so we do 
have Corelli dinner set, which is light and 
durable and a good alternative to China. We also 
have two glass wine glasses, drinking out of 
plastic isn't quite the same. 

Display panel above entrance door shows clean 
water level, grey water level, engine battery, 
leisure battery volts and any alarms.

Kitchen
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Fridge / Freezer - Dometic RMD 8555 with 190L 
fridge and 35L freezer. 

Smev oven and grill plus a Dometic hob.

Fantastic fan that can be used as an extractor or as 
a fan

Two deep drawers that hold pots, pans, plates and 
kettle. We disposed on the dividers and use plastic 
ikea wardrobe boxes. They act as a good flexible 
compartment to hold plates or cups.

Pans - we bought 3 stacking camping pans with 
collapsible handles. 

Kettle - simple hob kettle with whistle. 

Drainpipe - different lengths of drain pipe joined 
together to stack tin foil, utensils etc

Plastic tubs - tea, coffee, sugar all stored in clear 
tubs with lids. Don't rattle when traveling and easy 
to wash and store. Crackers and biscuits also stored in sealable tubs to keep fresh but also secure 
from insects.
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Bathroom

Thetford toilet with built in 
SOG. The SOG is brilliant, 
it’s a mini extractor, so no 
bad odours and no need 
to use expensive blu loo. 
We empty the toilet daily 
and make sure it is always 
clean. We don't place any 
toilet roll in the loo then 
easier to keep clean and 
empty. 

The bathroom mir ror 
slides to the left with more 
storage behind and there 

is more storage under sink.

More drainpipe lengths to hold cosmetic bottles 
etc and stop them rattling.

Shower

Separate shower space with corrugated door. 

Sucker hooks to hang shampoo and shower gel.

Towel rail helps to dry clothes as well as 
somewhere for towel storage.
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Bedroom

We have two beds. A king size bed over the cab 
area and a double bed towards the rear. We turn 
the mattresses regularly and have toppers on 
both beds. 

Both beds are fixed and no need to assemble/
disassemble daily. 

Quilts - 10.5 and 4.5 tog to cover all seasons and 
a thin cotton sheet for when it hits roasting. 

Storage underneath back bed

General

All cupboards lined with foam to absorb noise 
and prevent things from sliding around

If you are living in Motorhome long term then 
make it homely, it makes difference.

We also have smoke and carbon monoxide 
alarm

Cab area

Pioneer AVIC satnav system which links up with 
iPad for music and acts as screen when 
reversing. Also have a TomTom which is much 
easier to use and mobile if needed.

Discrete washing line that runs around cab frame 
so we can use the heat from windscreen to dry 
clothes. 

Blinds - vertical fabric blinds around the 
windscreen and side windows. Tuck neatly away, 
easy to access and no noise when traveling. 

We hope you like our tour of the inside our 
Hymer B590. We will do the outside, storage and 
garage another time folks.
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In this section, we will rotate between

1. Our Top 10

2. Our Route

3. Our Wild Camping Coordinates

OUR PLACES
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Country Place Latitude Longitude

France Chartres N.048.43410 E.001.49928

France Chambord N.047.61593 E.001.51135

France Chaunay N.046.20585 E.000.16371

France Bordeaux N.044.86526 E.000.51801

France Biarritz N.043.46603 E.001.57189

Spain Estepar N.042.27638 W.003.89911

Spain Salamanca N.040.95757 W.005.67615

Spain Caceres N.039.48066 W.006.36656

Spain Zafra N.038.42672 W.006.41037

Spain Sevilla N.037.39578 W.006.00711

Portugal Monte Gordo N.037.18000 W.007.44633

Portugal Praia da Cabeço N.037.17679 W.007.47169

Portugal Manta Rota N.037.16444 W.007.52145

Portugal Manta Rota N.037.16444 W.007.52145

Portugal Manta Rota N.037.16444 W.007.52145

Portugal Manta Rota N.037.16444 W.007.52145

Portugal Ilha da Armona N.037.03679 W.007.79759

Portugal Faro N.037.01185 W.007.93165

Portugal Praia de Arrifes N.037.07953 W.008.27778

Portugal Alvor N.037.12492 W.008.59390

Portugal Alvor N.037.12492 W.008.59390

Portugal Alvor N.037.12492 W.008.59390

Portugal Alvor N.037.12492 W.008.59390

Portugal Lagos N.037.10830 W.008.67314

Portugal Aljezur N.037.31629 W.008.80299

Portugal Praia da Borderia 1 N.037.19305 W.008.90291

Portugal Praia da Borderia 2 N.037.19394 W.008.91403

Portugal Praia do Amado N.037.16878 W.008.90072

Portugal Praia do Amado N.037.16878 W.008.90072

Portugal Vila do Bispo N.037.08406 W.008.91340

OUR WILD CAMPING COORDINATES
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Country Place Latitude Longitude

Portugal Sagres N.037.00521 W.008.94542

Portugal Bispo picnic area N.037.09140 W.008.92093

Portugal Praia de Cabanas Velhas N.037.06692 W.008.59580

Portugal Porto do Mos N.037.08679 W.008.68814

Portugal Praia de Roche N.037.11928 W.008.53049

Portugal Praia de Roche N.037.11928 W.008.53049

Portugal Praia de Roche N.037.11928 W.008.53049

Portugal Sao Marco de Serra N.037.31443 W.008.37807

Portugal Vila Nova do Milfontes N.037.72267 W.008.78752

Portugal Porto Covo N.037.85174 W.008.78895

Portugal Porto Covo Dunes N.037.89744 W.008.79770

Portugal Praia Do Andre N.037.11431 W.008.79735

Portugal Setúbal N.037.51831 W.008.90257

Portugal Setúbal N.037.51831 W.008.90257

Portugal Lisbon N.038.70235 W.009.16886

Portugal Belem N.038.69576 W.009.19800

Portugal Belem N.038.69576 W.009.19800

Portugal Sinta N.038.78803 W.009.37524

Portugal Sao Pedro N.038.79033 W.009.37970

Portugal Mafia N.038.93579 W.009.32624

Portugal Belem N.038.69576 W.009.19800

Portugal Lisbon N.038.70235 W.009.16886

Portugal Evora N.038.57654 W.007.91501

Portugal Evora N.038.57654 W.007.91501

Portugal Beja N.038.01976 W.007.87002

Portugal Mértola N.038.63813 W.007.66224

Portugal Mèrtola N.038.63813 W.007.66224

Portugal Mèrtola N.038.63813 W.007.66224

Portugal Alcoutim N.037.47501 W.007.47454

Portugal Alcaria N.037.33170 W.007.46853

Portugal Castro Marim N.037.21875 W.007.44547
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Country Place Latitude Longitude

Portugal Castro Marim N.037.21875 W.007.44547

Portugal Vila Real N.037.19976 W.007.41473

Portugal Vila Real N.037.19976 W.007.41473

Portugal Cacela Velha N.037.15826 W.007.54605

Portugal Cacela Velha N.037.15826 W.007.54605

Portugal Tavira N.037.12157 W.007.62088

Portugal Santo Luzia N.037.09764 W.007.66781

Portugal Fuseta N.037.05246 W.007.74378

Portugal Praia do Trafel N.037.05678 W.008.07709

Portugal Praia do Almargem N.037.05800 W.008.08149

Portugal Praia dos Pescadores N.037.10085 W.008.35463

Portugal Praia do Marinah N.037.09241 W.008.41212

Portugal Praia do Marinah N.037.09241 W.008.41212

Portugal Praia do Marinah N.037.09241 W.008.41212

Portugal Praia do Marinah N.037.09241 W.008.41212

Portugal Praia do Marinah N.037.09241 W.008.41212

Portugal Praia do Carvelho N.037.08681 W.008.43101

Portugal Loule N.037.13318 W.008.01720

Portugal Ilha de Faro N.037.008273 W.007.994910

Portugal Ilha de Faro N.037.008273 W.007.994910

Portugal Loule N.037.13318 W.008.01720

Portugal Loule N.037.13318 W.008.01720

Portugal Loule N.037.13318 W.008.01720

Portugal Loule N.037.13318 W.008.01720

Portugal Alte N.037.233721 W.008.181328

Portugal Barragem do Arade N.037.239282 W.008.377741

Portugal Barragem do Arade N.037.239282 W.008.377741

Portugal Silves N.037.186407 W.008.445396

Portugal Silves N.037.186407 W.008.445396

Portugal Silves N.037.186407 W.008.445396

Portugal Silves N.037.186407 W.008.445396
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Country Place Latitude Longitude

Portugal Ilha de Faro N.037.008273 W.007.994910

Portugal Ilha de Faro N.037.008273 W.007.994910

Portugal Praia de Faro N.037.01511 W.007.98559

Portugal Praia de Faro N.037.01511 W.007.98559

Portugal Praia de Faro N.037.01511 W.007.98559

Portugal Alte N.037.233721 W.008.181328

Portugal Messines N.037.25428 W.008.28452

Portugal Silves N.037.18481 W.008.44465

Portugal Silves N.037.18481 W.008.44465

Portugal Ilha de Faro N.037.008273 W.007.994910

Portugal Alvor N.037.12488 W.008.59533

Portugal Alvor N.037.12488 W.008.59533

Portugal Alvor N.037.12488 W.008.59533

Portugal Alvor N.037.12488 W.008.59533

Portugal Alvor N.037.12522 W.008.59405

Portugal Alvor N.037.12522 W.008.59405

Portugal Alvor N.037.12488 W.008.59533

Portugal Loule N.037.13318 W.008.01720

Portugal Loule N.037.13318 W.008.01720

Portugal Retur N.037.17763 W.007.47036

Spain El Rocío N.037.13169 W.006.48970

Spain El Rocío N.037.13169 W.006.48970

Spain Seville N.037.39586 W.006.00702

Spain Seville N.037.39586 W.006.00702

Spain Jerez de la Frontera N.036,69499 W.006.13828

Spain San Fernando N.036,44945 W.006.21684

Spain Alcalá de Los Gazules N.036,46099 W.005.72851

Spain Ubrique N.036,67692 W.005.45053

Spain Benoacaz N.036,70361 W.005.42349

Spain Zahara N.036.84180 W.005.39188

Spain Montejaque N.036.73633 W.005.25003
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Country Place Latitude Longitude

Spain Ronda N.036.74084 W.005.15793

Spain Ronda N.036.74084 W.005.15793

Spain Carratraca N.036.85587 W.004.82115

Spain Ålora (El Chorro) N.036.90676 W.004.76000

Spain Ålora (El Chorro) N.036.90676 W.004.76000

Spain Antequera N.037.02158 W.004.57170

Spain Antequera N.037.02158 W.004.57170

Spain El Torcal N.036.96446 W.004.54054

Spain Vińuela N.036.86379 W.004.15778

Spain Arenas del Rey N.036.99580 W.003.88488

Spain Granada N.037.14696 W.003.60091

Spain Granada N.037.14696 W.003.60091

Spain Lanjaron N.036.91280 W.003.47652

Spain Pampaneira N.036.93944 W.003.36178

Spain Capileira N.036.96070 W.003.35664

Spain Motril N.036.72284 W.003.52360

Spain Nerja N.036.74294 W.003.88970

Spain Malaga N.036.73218 W.003.97227

Spain Torrox N.036.73218 W.003.97227

Spain Nerja N.036.74294 W.003.88970

Spain Torrox N.036.73218 W.003.97227

Spain Playa Higuérica N.037.38003 W.001.62754

Spain Isla Plana N.037.57688 W.001.22459

Spain Playa de la Azohìa N.037.55312 W.001.17018

Spain Playa de la Azohìa N.037.55312 W.001.17018

Spain Cala Cortina N.037.58225 W.000.97588

Spain Los Narejos N.037.75244 W.000.84253

Spain Elche N.038.26125 W.000.68552

Spain Penya Redona N.038.60453 W.000.48551

Spain Simat de la Valldigna N.039.04384 W.000.30809

Spain Playa Higuérica N.037.38003 W.001.62754
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Country Place Latitude Longitude

Spain Torrox N.036.73218 W.003.97227

Spain Salobreña N.036.74077 W.003.59532

Spain Salobreña N.036.74077 W.003.59532

Spain Salobreña N.036.74077 W.003.59532

Spain El Ejido N.036.71060 W.002.81987

Spain Mini Hollywood N.037.02037 W.002.43364

Spain Tabernas N.037.04853 W.002.39639

Spain Nijar N.036.96604 W.002.20232

Spain El Cabo de Gata N.036.77991 W.002.24127

Spain La Fabriquilla N.036.73798 W.002.20621

Spain La Fabriquilla N.036.73798 W.002.20621

Spain San Jose N.036.74560 W.002.12482

Spain Isleta del Moro N.036.81559 W.002.05108

Spain Las Negras N.036.87882 W.002.00583

Spain Aqua Amarga N.036.93943 W.001.93646

Spain Carboneras N.036.99637 W.001.89834

Spain Carboneras N.036.96302 W.001.90040

Spain Carboneras N.036.96302 W.001.90040

Spain Mojacar N.037.10620 W.001.84626

Spain Garrucha N.037.23138 W.001.78657

Spain Garrucha N.037.23138 W.001.78657

Spain Playa Higuérica N.037.38003 W.001.62754


